Jews Admit Lilith is a Hindu Goddess

In the Jewish world only Jews are considered Human. The Rabbis do however mention many times the Gentiles are Demonic, from the Demons.

From the Jewish texts:

"The Lilin, seek to steal a man's seed, in order to create a demon who is half-human and half-demon. These demonic sons are said to haunt their fathers all their lives. The struggle portrayed in this and other similar tales can be seen as one between humans and demons, with offspring who are half-human half-demonic-or, as a struggle between Jews and Gentiles, where Jewish men are lured by Gentile women and their offspring are half-Jewish, half-GENTILE." [1]

Lilith states to the Jewish Elijah:

"Lilith stated: These are my names Lilith.....Kali..." [2]

The Jews also openly state in their own texts that one of the hidden names of Lilith is Kali the Hindu Goddess of creation and purification of the soul. The wife of Shiva. This tells you just who Satan the husband of Lilith is, Shiva.

Kali represents the fifty letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, which are the letters of light that transform the soul. Many of the Hebrew words that are curses against Gentiles are reversed Sanskrit words and names. Sanskrit is destructive spiritually to the Jews. Naturally the Goddess that rules this power would be pure destruction to the Jews.

The Jews state the Gods of the Gentiles are all the Demons. However the Jews call them "Demon" which is the ancient Greek, Indo-European name of the Gods, literally. Dionysus the head god was called the Demoni. In Hebrew, the Demon is Shadin, which is from Siddhur of the Babylonians, which is Siddha or Siddhie, the ancient name of the Gods. Note that Yezidhi is Ya Siddha. The Yezidhi call their God Shaitan (Arabic for Satan) and the hidden name of their God is Shiva.

Source:
Tree of Souls: the Mythology of Judaism, Schwartz
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